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Defining marriage

Examining foundations
Marriage, as we have traditionally understood and
celebrated it, has certainly come under the spotlight
by a society that seems to want to redefine this unique
relationship by affirming and authenticating other forms of
commitment under the umbrella of marriage.
Statistics show that almost 50% of marriages now end
in divorce and blended families are an accepted fact of
life. Gay and lesbian couples are seeking to have their
relationships viewed and accepted in the same way.
So what are the foundations of marriage? And what is
the biblical model for relational commitment? Because this
is a very topical issue at the moment, this edition of the
Witness focuses on ‘Defining Marriage’ by providing some
background into the ‘whys-and-wherefores‘ of marriage as
the Christian faith has traditionally celebrated it.
There is so much material circulating to inform debate
around this topical issue. Our intention is not to add to that
debate but to simply celebrate marriage as this diocese has
affirmed it.
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●●School of Theology, October 9-10 at All
Saints. Theme: ‘Determined Living’ – follows
a focus on the determination of God in
saving and life-giving mission (2010) and
a focus on God’s work in and through the
Church (2011). Speakers: Prof Paul Trebilco
and Dr Don Moffat.
●●Spring Camp: October 19-22 at Bridge
Valley Adventure Centre, Wakefield. Looking
forward to our region’s youth gathering for a
huge long weekend to remember!
●●EQUIP Saturday October 6 (Nelson/Waimea)
and Saturday November 10 (Mawhera): Unit
6 ‘Pastoral Care and Life’s Issues’.
●●Rev Chris Donaldson has been appointed
vicar of Havelock and the Sounds. His
induction service will be in December.
●●All Saints parish will be celebrating 150 years
over the weekend of 2-4 November 2012.
Contact allsaintscelebration@gmail.com.

Marriage – the biblical view
So often many of the things we do, we do because
we have always done them. And it isn’t until there is a
challenge to the status quo that we actually stop and
ask ‘what is it I am actually doing?’.
For many people this is the case with marriage. We
are increasingly challenged with the prevalence of de
facto relationships and the institution of civil unions,
and now with the debate and possible legal change
around allowing same-sex couples to marry. Many are
asking exactly what is marriage? Is it a civil institution
or a religious rite? What makes it different from de
facto relationships or civil unions? As Christians our
first port of call in answering this question has to
be scripture. So what does the Bible tell us about
marriage?
In Genesis 1:27 we read ‘So God created man in his
own image, in the image of God he created him; male and
female he created them’. Here it is clear that the plan
of God for humanity was that first as a created order
we were made in God’s image as spiritual beings with
rational, moral and spiritual faculties. We alone out of
all creation have the capacity to relate on a personal
level with God; an amazing gift. However, with the
words ‘male and female he created them’ comes the
recognition that we were meant for more than just
a one-on-one relationship with God. We were also
created as complementary sexual beings with the
ability to relate to one another and to procreate.
In Genesis 2:18 that idea of being complementary,
both relationally and sexually, is expanded when God
says ‘It is not good for man to be alone. I will make a
helper suitable for him’. In this verse comes a recognition
that because we are made in God’s image with this
capacity for relationship that a truly human life cannot
be lived in isolation. We need companions with whom
to relate and the highest form of that ability to relate
is found when men and women come together in a
lifelong and sexually exclusive relationship where they
have the potential to experience the peak of human
intimacy and companionship.
It is worth noting that the one created for a man as
his sexual complement was a woman and not another
man. Furthermore, the phrase ‘a helper suitable for
him’ means literally in the Hebrew one who protects,
provides succour, or even rescues and one who is his
counterpart or equal. Women were created not as

subordinate domestic servants but rather as equal
partners who complement men in relationships of
mutuality.
But how is that relationship between man and
woman to be regulated? Genesis 2:24 gives us the
answer ‘For this reason a man will leave his father and
mother and be united to his wife, and they will become
one flesh’. Here we discover a key truth about the
nature of marriage. And that is in marriage a new
relationship is formed that takes precedence over all
others. It’s not that they cut their parents off but rather
there is a recognition that the relationship we have
with our parents changes when we marry. The words
‘leave’ and ‘united’ describing this process are actually
covenantal terms, used to describe Israel’s relationship
with God. Marriage then is seen by God as a covenantal
relationship which is therefore lifelong and takes
priority over every other relationship.
Finally what does Jesus say about marriage. In
Matthew 19:4-6 Jesus says the following ‘Have you not
read that he who made them from the beginning made
them male and female, and said, ‘For this reason a man
shall leave his father and mother and be joined to his
wife, and the two shall become one flesh’? So they are no
longer two but one flesh. What therefore God has joined
together, let not man put asunder’.
Here Jesus goes right back to the Genesis passages
we have been discussing and brings them together
to endorse marriage as being covenantal, a union of
equals, lifelong and between a man and a woman only.
So biblically speaking, marriage is where a man
and a woman shift their primary allegiance from their
parents in order to commit themselves to each other
in a lifelong, covenantal union that encompasses every
aspect of their lives; financially, physically, sexually,
emotionally, life goals and more. It is a union that
brings them personal fulfilment as they grow together
in mutual companionship, trust and intimacy. A union
that society as a whole endorses and supports legally
and socially. It is also therefore the only context in
which children can be produced and is therefore
seen as the primary context in which children are
to be raised and nurtured to adulthood. Marriage is
the foundation upon which families are formed and
society prospers.
Tim Mora – Vicar, Cobden-Runanga
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We have now been happily married for seven-and-ahalf years. Our lifestyle has significantly changed by the
addition of our lovely three-and-a-half year-old and
eight month-old daughters. With our children as part
of our family we are now living some of the decisions
we made on a rather theoretical basis during our
preparation for marriage.
Our relationship benefited from receiving prenuptial counselling from multiple sources. We were
lucky enough to receive direct and personalised
discussions with a local Baptist pastor that we knew
well, plus a more formal and structured preparation
course with face-to-face time from the St Barnabas
Anglican Church, Fendalton, Christchurch (where we
were married). These discussions and reflection meant
we had considered what our response would be to
some situations before they occurred. For example,
how often in-laws would visit and how long they could
stay; whether we would let unmarried couples stay
with us; how we would manage our money, etc. These
could be summed up as Friends, Family, Finances, Faith
(and Sex). We also discussed how to deal with conflict.
When we have had conflict we have endeavoured to
be honest with each other and resolve the issue openly
with love for the other person.
It has been important for us as a couple to establish
our own family traditions which in many cases have
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not come from either of our families but often reflect
positive practises from successful couples. We reinforce
this with our daughters in saying, “In our family we...”
God is a part of our marriage and our family,
something we symbolised with the trinity knot on
our wedding stationery. This has caused us to make
a deliberate choice for Baptism, Godparents who will
help guide us and our children, and a church-family
life. During our marriage we have both worked to
grow spiritually together by undertaking theological
study regularly by correspondence, which has given us
points to discuss together. We also attend the same cell
group and enjoy discussing our learning from personal
readings, sermons and other sources. We share our
revelations from our daily lives, including other church
ministries such as Mens’ Breakfast and the First Steps
programme for the under fives.
We have found that it is often the little things which
are important to keep the relationship going, such as
reminding each other that you love them, in words
and actions. By now we know what we can do to cheer
up the other or make the little bit of extra effort when
times are tough. Recently Dion bought a bottle of a
ginger drink that reminds us of our honeymoon – just
a little thing that can help bring back memories of the
earlier days in our love for each other. Life has changed
with children and we have found that we needed to
reduce some external activities to allow us to have
time to invest in our marriage as well as enjoy our
children. Our children have given us an opportunity to
be a Christian example to a different group of people
whom we have met through them.
Writing this article has caused us to reflect on how
healthy our marriage is and how it measures up to our
mission statement, written before any great testing
had come.
Dion and Roz Mundy – Nativity, Blenheim

Forty-five years ago Geoff was asked to play the
accordion for a CMS Youth event and he said he would
if they found a pianist. The rest, as they say, is history.
Our faith was and continues to be a vital part of
our lives and marriage. We started praying together
during our courtship and continue with Bible reading
together today. All Saints has been our church home
and a rather large part of our lives. Being involved
together as a couple and also as a family in youth
ministry, music, home groups and sharing hospitality
in our home has always been an integral part of our
marriage. One child genuinely believed we would
move into church one day, we spent so much time
there.
Family has been a huge part of our lives. We
appreciated living in the same city as our parents who
set us a great example of loving, caring marriages,
along with praying and supporting us. We trust that we
will be able to do the same for our family.
We have four children, of whom we are very proud
and continue to have wonderful memories of times
together, places we went and the things we did
together. Now there is nothing better than enjoying
their company, along with their respective spouses and
five delightful grandchildren, and seeing them each
growing in their faith journey. Over the years there
have been and continue to be, times of considerable
concern over issues, especially health, for the family
and each other. We have needed our faith and the love
and support of each other, family and friends during
these times – remembering what we promised at
our wedding, to ‘have and to hold, in sickness and in
health’.
Is there friction? Of course there is at times. We are
two quite determined people who like to have our own
way, but we have learnt and are still learning about the
need for patience and saying sorry. Also trying to not
let the sun go down without resolving issues.( It’s hard

to be annoyed with someone when you’re praying with
and for them.) Before we were married we attended a
course run by Marriage Guidance and later a Marriage
Enrichment seminar – both helpful and important in
different ways and stages of our journey.
Fun. Life was very busy while family were growing
up with their needs, business demands and church
involvement .We needed to make times just for each
other to keep the romance of our marriage alive and
to enjoy each day. The goodbye kiss and welcome
home greeting are important. Making time for each
other, open honest communication, the little surprises
– flowers, chocolates, baking and keeping the ironing
done!
Life changes and when children leave home there is
more time together. Almost every day we enjoy going
for a walk or bike ride together knowing it’s important
to listen to each other and download our day. We
thank God for each other and our family.
PS we still play music together and are passionate
about Missions.
Lois and Geoﬀ Mills – All Saints’ Nelson
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...our story so far
We met while working together on the Nelson
Diocesan Youth Council, having respective involvement
in youth ministry on a parish level. We began our
relationship as friends. We quickly found we could talk
together about anything and everything amid a lot of
laughter. Right from the start of our relationship this
good communication has been an important part of
our marriage. We tend to complement each other with
our gifting’s and we regularly read the Bible and pray
together. We work as a team in all decision making.
Like any marriage we have had our share of hard
times; individually, as a couple and as a family.
Busyness has been one of the main enemies in our
marriage. As we have encountered challenges, we stop,
talk, pray, to help us move on. Having close family and
friends supporting us has been a real key. We try to
give each other space and have our own interests as
well as combined interests. Early in our marriage we
took part in a Nova Shalom marriage course and have
done various parenting courses.
Our secrets for staying in love are pretty simple,
we try to daily acknowledge our mutual love for
each other by, saying’ I love you’, by listening and
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talking, by dealing with conflict quickly, by having fun
together, by doing simple acts of service, and trying
to encourage each other. We both like new challenges
and see life as an adventure!
Throughout our married life much of our ministry has
been together, whether it be youth ministry, children’s
ministry, worship leading or home group leading.
During the time our children were small this was not so
easy, so we had to make compromises.
We have three wonderful children who all have their
own faith in God. Our oldest daughter Anna is now
married and is nursing in Christchurch. Our second
daughter Emily lives in Wellington and is studying
graphic design, and our youngest, Daniel is in Year 12.
Our children’s teenage years have been challenging
but fun. We have family traditions like homemade pizza
on Sunday nights and always eating dinner together
at night so we can touch base. Regular family holidays
have always been an important focus. Throughout
these years we have made time to go out on dates and
to have at least a weekend away together each year.
This has given us time to relax, focus on each other and
have a break away from the demands of parenting.
We have just celebrated 25 years of marriage and
attribute the success of these years to being able to
openly talk, listen and pray together.
Jeremy and Petrina Classen – Motueka

Given that we have only be in this caper for 18
months, the main thing we have learned is that this
journey is two people, blending two totally separate
and very independent lives together. So, here are some
thoughts this far;
Marriage is...
Sharing a house...
Jude: The security of living in one house, after 15 flats
in 10 years!
Andy: Creating a beautiful garden... taking turns to buy
‘just one more’ tree – then trying to find space for it!
Jude: Being able to re-arrange the ENTIRE house while
Andy’s away for a few days.
Andy: Not stressing about the small things – where is
the tomato sauce?
Jude: No longer being able to use half of the bed as
additional storage space.
Andy: How many plastic containers does a woman
really need?
Jude: Sometimes wishing I was still flatting – because
then there was a cleaning roster.
Andy: Being amazed at the washing fairy, the cleaning
fairy, the cooking fairy – it’s magic!
Continuing to date...
Jude: Realising that a trip to Mitre 10 or the Big Trees
nursery constitutes a romantic date.
Andy: Serving pancakes in the garden and having
romantic dinners with my beautiful wife.
Jude: Having the most amazing floor to ceiling
bookcase built for me.
Andy: Sailing to Bluemine Island to search for the ruins
of the family bach and the elusive mulberry tree...
Changing...
Jude: Growing and eating Brussels sprouts, simply
because they are his favourite lunch food.

Andy: Cooking and eating a gluten-free diet.
Jude: Working out how to preserve olives, bottle fruit,
make jam and sew.
Andy: Not gliding every weekend, or working to
midnight every night
Balancing work, family, clubs etc...
Jude: Taking dinner to the office when he’s working too
hard.
Andy: Walking my wife to work at 6am (she has a
superb work ethic!).
Jude: Job interviews including biological clocks and
what my husband will offer a church...
Andy: Having awesome in-laws who can re-wire the
glider trailer!
Jude: Being willing to try gliding with both Andy and
his Dad – it is NOT for me.
Encouraging...
Jude: Lying in bed talking and praying about the big
questions in life – will shaving the cat make it stop
moulting?
Andy: Reminding her that we are really very fortunate,
and that there is a great job out there – and to be
patient!
Learning from others...
Jude: Watching families, seeing how they do things –
and then discussing them and deciding who we want
to become like.
Andy: Admiring older couples who have had a lifetime
of happy marriage and shared memories.
Jude: Being thankful to God that we both came from
such wonderful loving, caring, welcoming families.
Andy: And agreeing that if we can do half as well, then
that will be enough.
Jude and Andy Benton – AllSaints’ Nelson

BISHOPDALE CHAPEL

A service of Holy Communion on the ﬁrst
Thursday of every month at 12.15pm
in the Bishopdale Chapel.
ALL WELCOME
Contact person:
Alec C Brown

Tel (03) 548 3644
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Laying marriage foundations
Awatere
Marriage Preparation – from the recipients’ perspective
Marriage preparation in a rural parish has inbuilt
challenges. Travelling long distances for evening
meetings usually isn’t an option. Some couples ‘come
home’ to marry but may live in other parts of the planet.
Though emailing questions and suggested reading
material has been done with some buy-in and success,
the best option is sitting across a coffee table like I did
with Jac and Nick.
When Dawn mentioned we had sufficient time before
our nuptials to do a marriage preparation course, I nearly
fell off may chair! Why would Nick and I need marriage
preparation? After all, between us we had clocked up 34
years of marriage!
We seemed okay. We knew what made each other
smile, had similar ideas about the future, had recently
purchased a lifestyle block in the country and were
setting about making it all right by getting married.
Dawn urged us to consider this informal course,
believing we would get something positive from it.
Well, faced with her beaming smile and enthusiastic
description of the benefits, we had to agree!
The night arrived and I was feeling quite amused with
it all, however Nick was rattled. He didn’t like the thought
of someone asking us about our relationship or telling us
how we should act or, worst of all, talking about ‘feelings’!

He was also not too sure about the God side of things. He
said it was okay for me to ‘go along with all that stuff ’ as
long as he didn’t have to.
So with feelings of trepidation, we began. After a
light hearted quiz on each other, we began to relax and
discuss our thoughts on various subjects. It wasn’t hard,
or intrusive and actually quite interesting. Dawn made
us laugh with her matter of fact way of asking questions
you don’t really expect from a Reverend, then smiling
expectantly while we glanced at each other sideways and
tripped over our words!
After two fun evenings with Dawn and many small
revelations about each other, we graduated. We were far
more prepared as we got closer to taking our vows and
committing our lives to each other. The wedding day
arrived and our vows seemed more meaningful after
spending that time with Dawn, unravelling our hidden
selves.
A year on, we have settled into a contented lifestyle. We
have enjoyed time with Dawn and Sana and made friends
with other members of our church and community. Nick
joined me for the Christmas Eve service at Wharanui and
a recent morning service at Seddon. We also were blessed
to welcome the congregation to our home in May. From
small beginnings...
Awatere Parish

Greymouth
Tricia Hird and her husband David Stapleton were first
asked to conduct marriage preparation in the Greymouth
and Kumara Parish in 1994 and now also serve the
Cobden-Runanga Parish.
Preparation for marriage normally involves three twohour sessions for each couple who meet with us in our
home. These cover the topics:
● Expectations of Marriage
● Communication and Conflict
● Intimacy and Sex in Marriage.
Material has been drawn from a number of sources
including Agnes and John Sturt’s book ‘Mentoring for
Marriage’ and the Alpha Marriage Course.
Lots of questions are asked in order to encourage
couples to think about and discuss the various topics
raised. We try to make the sessions as interactive as
possible with, for example, questionnaires, role playing,
‘what’s in the bag?’ and more.
These sessions are regularly being updated and had
a major review through 2009-10. One of the issues has
been how to encourage couples to respond to questions
such as ‘How would you describe marriage?’ Quite often
couples have trouble in finding the words to express
their thoughts. We have therefore developed various
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visual methods, such as inviting couples to select phrases
written on cards which they think are important, and then
explain why and discuss each other’s answers.
Almost all of the couples really enjoy the sessions and
give positive feedback. Many have kept in touch over the
years. In some rare cases the courses have given couples
reason to reconsider their decision to marry.
Over the years it has been a pleasure for us to meet
dozens of couples and help them move towards one of
the most important undertakings in their lives.
Our parish also offers the seven-week Alpha Marriage
Course on an annual basis for couples who have been
together for two or more years, to have an opportunity
to give their relationship a ‘tune-up’. The course is DVD
driven and so a number of different folk in the parish
have been able to organise it. Participating couples are
provided with a romantic private table in the church hall
from which to view each week’s presentation and then to
privately discuss the material, with the aid of a workbook,
over a delicious dessert. The relationships of numerous
couples have been significantly strengthened by this
opportunity.
Tricia Hird and David Stapleton – Parish of Greymouth
and Kumara

Nativity Parish, Blenheim
Kathy and I started helping couples in their marriage
preparation nine years ago, taking over from Warwick
and Jenny Hearne. Back then we were using four printed
booklets as our guide. These covered communication and
conflict, family of origin values, sex and spirituality.
Nowadays we use presenters on a DVD to cover the
majority of the material, with booklets as a back-up and a
place to write down thoughts and answers to questions
posed by the presenters.
Our role now is more to provide support and
encouragement, and to facilitate the couples’ discussion,
whereas previously we were the ones directly asking
the questions and giving real life examples from our
own personal experiences and beliefs. Couples used to
fill out a ‘Myers-Briggs’ survey to assess their individual
personality types prior to attending the course. The
results were then analysed and later presented by us
during the course. These results were discussed as part of
their understanding of themselves and how they might
interact with each other, especially noting points of
difference between them.
Although the style has changed, the basic reason for

the course has not. The focus still is to give couples as
many tools, insights and words of encouragement as
possible, to forewarn them of the difficult times as two
people from separate family cultures meld and work
together to create a new family. Also to help them
become more aware of areas every couple needs to
continue to work at in order to achieve long-lasting,
satisfying and fulfilling marriages.
We were heartened by a comment from a woman at
the end of a recent course who said she felt encouraged
to learn that marriage can actually get better with time,
as all she had been hearing was that marriages are best
when they are new and that it was generally down-hill
from there – that the excitement gradually died off and
the flowers dried up!
We trust God, that the short time that we are with these
couples will make a positive difference to their marriages.
At Nativity, we currently use ‘The Marriage Preparation
Course’ from Holy Trinity, Brompton – home of the wellknown and used Alpha Course.
Jim and Kathy Hammond – Nativity Church, Blenheim

St Barnabas, Stoke
This is the seventh year that St Barnabas has run
the Marriage Course. The course has been a missional
initiative of the parish, with participants from both
Christian and un-churched backgrounds. Over 120
couples have attended. Matt and Michele McDonald, Pam
Smith and other parishioners at St Barnabas were inspired
by the course and decided that they would like to help
others in building and enriching marriages.
“We definitely found the course helpful in our
relationship,” Matt says, “and the opportunity to give to
others and help them attracted us to become involved in
hosting the Marriage Course.”
“The main purpose of the course is to strengthen
marriage relationships,” says Michele. “It’s amazing to see
some of the changes that happen to couples during the
time they attend it.”
In 2003 Edrick Corban-Banks and his wife Claire
started running the course in a joint initiative with
Stoke Elim Church. In the beginning, a lavish meal was
part of the experience, complete with wine, candlelit
tables and romantic music playing. To make the course
more affordable for couples, an extravagant dessert
has replaced the three-course dinner. Couples now sit
around on couches and enjoy a less formal setting while
watching the DVD presentation and the partner-topartner discussions.
Priest in Charge Philip Greenwood believes that the
Celebration Dinner, held at the beginning of each new
course is the most rewarding part of the programme.
“Couples who have completed the previous course
come and share their stories. It’s at these times you realise

how important hosting the course is to relationships,
families and the community.”
This view is borne out by the following comments from
just one of the many couples who have shared thoughts
of their experience.
“If we were asked to name one single event this year
that enhanced, enriched and helped our relationship
as husband and wife of 25 years, we would have to say
that attending the Marriage Course at St Barnabas and
working through the homework together was it,” says
David. “It worked for us in many ways as we planned on
a holiday to celebrate our 25th anniversary. Having six
children we had been unable to get away for an extended
period of time since our honeymoon. We missed the last
night of the dessert evening programme because of our
second honeymoon, but we were able to cover the last
topic on our return” he says. ”To my delight, I discovered
I had been speaking my wife’s love language the entire
time we were away on the tropical South Pacific island of
Niue. She had 100% of my time!
“Going out, as if on a date, talking with each other in
a relaxed and non-threatening environment, discussing
topics which may not normally be approached, dealing
with issues and sorting out stuff, not only benefits you
as a couple but also anyone else who has anything to
do with you,” David adds. “Because you have grown as
a couple through your honesty with each other and
become more secure and loving, this fact doesn’t escape
the attention of all those around you.”
Stoke Parish
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Marriage – a troubleshooter’s approach

Marriage... Now if that’s not one of the most loaded
terms in the English language, I’m not sure what is.
Just look at some of the emotions and thoughts which
that word is capable of conjuring up. Hope of blissful
companionship, or despair of repeated devastation
and disappointment. Feeling deeply and meaningfully
heard, or feeling totally unheard. Feeling significant
above all others, or feeling absolutely invisible and
quite powerless to do anything about it. And that’s
merely a sample of the rollercoaster ride of human
experience to which marriage can introduce us, either
as a taster; or else plunge us into and hold us under,
until we come up gasping for air, divorced, broken,
disillusioned and devastated.
And as a family counsellor, I’ve seen it all, sometimes
on a daily basis. Marriage can bring out the best in
us, or the beast in us, depending on a delicate and
complex balance of factors – factors such as who
we are, who we married, our life skills, their life skills,
our motives and theirs. Our survival kits versus their
survival kits. Our needs, their needs, our mental health,
combined with or pitted against theirs. Our historic
traumas and emotional echos versus their baggage
from the same sorts of history. Marriage is the supreme
melting pot, an adventure for some, a nightmare for
others. No wonder it’s tempting to think of it as the
ultimate game of lotto or the grand lucky dip. As some
have said, ‘love is blind, but boy oh boy, marriage is the
eye opener’.
And if that’s where it ends, there’s absolutely no
point in writing this article. ‘C’est la vie’ would sum it
up and we’d all carry on with the mad game, watching
helplessly as the carnage of bruised and abandoned
children of solos and step-parents and unhappy homes
grows steadily higher, to begin the whole dreadful
business again as they discover sex, procreate and take
whatever marriage vows the trends of the day dictate
when they too come of age.
The good news for me, as a Christian marriage
counsellor of many thousands of clinical hours’
The Witness • Page 10

experience, is that, as originally intended, it’s definitely
not a lottery. It never was and it never ever needs to
be. Marriage is far too close to God’s heart and far too
essential to societal stability and prosperity to ever
become some kind of ceremonial lucky dip. I have
become convinced that, with wise and thoughtful
pre-marriage counselling, a well prepared marriage
need never crumble, nor end up in a custody battle
and never needs to end up in failure and acrimony.
Simply stated, a couple well prepared for the traps and
snares of married life are far less likely to fall into those
pits and even when they do, they climb out of them
much faster – long before they have ruined the trust
which forms the glue between them. Remember that
line, trust is the glue that holds a couple together. Lose
it, and things rapidly turn to custard. I call it ‘doing the
maintenance’.
In my experience, over 70 percent of divorcing
couples suffer from an undiagnosed condition
I refer to as the cross matching of emotional
bruises – unbearable feelings which were almost
certainly inflicted before they even met each other,
which effectively prevent rationality or reasonable
negotiation of needs whenever those bruises are
squeezed. Yet in my experience, not even one of those
hundreds of couples I have assisted in post-divorce
counselling ever had those conditions pre-diagnosed
in such a manner that they could be healed, either by
a priest or marriage celebrant or professional, whether
prior to marriage or during marital counselling at a
later date. So when this phenomenon strikes, there is
an angry flare up, verbal attacks, both retreat to their
corners wondering what on earth just happened.
And there they glare at each other, until trust is slowly
rebuilt... until the next time. A cycle of pain which
bleeds enthusiasm for marriage and each other until
the constant haemorrhaging takes its inevitable toll.
And of course, the children pay the greatest price of
their parents’ failure to sort the mess.
Then there’s the other little snake pit I call the ‘mis-

association time bomb’. Once again it is nearly always
an undiagnosed condition in those who suffer with
it. For example, one or both parties have confused
such concepts as ‘submission’ with ‘subjugation’,
resulting in one dominating and one giving their
power away, either as an expression of their faith,
or their early family role modelling, or because they
simply (and erroneously) believe that’s what love
does. And what about the confusion of ‘assertiveness’
with ‘rudeness’ or ‘selfishness’; what about mixing up
‘conflict’ with ‘argument’; or ‘sex’ with ‘guilt’, ‘no not
now’ with ‘no not ever’ or ‘spending’ with ‘my reward’ or
‘irresponsible’. And one of the worst – ‘consequences
equals blackmail’. Boy that’s a scary one. Each of
these examples always has disastrous consequences.
(No, sorry, I can’t go deeper into it here – that’s what
counselling is for.) The words of Titus 1:15 ring loud –
‘to the defiled, all things are (as if ) defiled’.
So, to quote Amos in Amos 3:3 ‘How can two walk
together, unless they be agreed?’ But let’s not stop
here, for how can they be agreed, unless they have
learnt to ask for what they want? (A staggering number
of spouses are simply quite unable to take that simple
step, due to insufficient trust being built in the days
of courtship.) How can they ask for what they want,
if they don’t really know themselves well enough to
know. Over the years I have asked many wives the
simple question, ‘what does making love to your
husband on your terms really look like?’. Only a few
can answer that with any clarity and of those few, even
fewer feel quite free to communicate it to ‘the man in
charge’. Most ‘haven’t really thought about it’, or put it
in the too-hard basket long ago, leaving them both to
a sex life of silent desperation.
Look around you on Sundays, those couples are
in every church – silent and frustrated, knowing it’s
not something they are likely to hear anything useful
about in this service. And still, it’s not being addressed,
either by professionals, clergy men or pastors. It’s the
stuff of the ‘too-hard basket’, being completely outside

their training regime in most cases.
Now I have become convinced that the health of
the relationship is directly expressive of the private
mental / emotional health of the two people in it,
which can itself easily be determined before ever
they marry, using my system of mental health
fundamentals. A kind of ‘check up from the neck up’.
I have spent the last 20 years licensing professionals
to use this system and I’m very pleased to report
that they are having excellent success with it. In fact
(and I know how controversial this will be in our
culture), I’ve become convinced that even arranged
marriages can be far more successful than the do-ityourself types, providing two people have already
prepared themselves well in the social skills of respect,
communication, negotiation and healthy self-regard.
And no, I’m not suggesting we all send our children
off to matchmakers, but ask any Indian mother which
system she thinks is best for the children and she
won’t hesitate to confirm the match-making process –
provided of course their own experience was a good
one. With this in mind, I have supplied hundreds of
copies of my ‘Criteria for Choosing’ with good reports
coming back from parents and dating teens alike.
Check it out for yourself. It’s a confusing business
choosing a mate, and anything to help effect the
process has got to be welcomed by those who care.
Marriage: let’s see it right through, as pastors and
partakers. That’s how to milk it for all it’s worth – for all
our God, who said ‘and the two shall become one’, ever
meant it to be.
David Riddell, pastoral counsellor and marital therapist,
runs a busy counselling clinic in Stoke, Nelson, with his wife
Rosemary. His clients are world-wide, making extensive
use of computer-based VOIP and telephone technologies
essential. David and Rosemary operate the Living Wisdom
short courses in Life Skills and counsellor training to whoever
is seeking insight for successful living.
See www.livingwisdom.co.nz.
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Another photographic journey
Two more photographers reflect on how this impacts on their Christian faith.

Jenny Pomeroy
Jenny now lives in
Waikanae where she
and Dale are caring for
her elderly dad. Dale had
previously retired as Priest
in Charge of Havelock and
the Sounds Parish in March.
They will return to live in
Nelson-Marlborough at
some stage.
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It all depends on the light. I remember the first roll of film I
shot and how fascinated I was with the magic box (Brownie);
1958 or thereabouts. I wasn’t too concerned about how it
worked then, just interested in the results. Especially if I kept it
still!
After secondary school and having graduated through a
series of cameras, I spent two years at Wellington Polytechnic’s
School of Design – in part to access their darkroom.
Techniques of thinking developed skills and have led me
down the path to competency rather than brilliance.
So how does my faith influence my photography?
If faith is part of who I am, then how I think flows from
that. I have never been intrusive into people’s lives, so the
photo journalist doesn’t really reside in me. There are great
photographers in that field everywhere.
The field of creation, this marvellous world we occupy – this
is where I think about God. Especially in the wild places where
humans have not had much impact. I feel a sense of urgency
about the planet and like other artists (if I may call myself
one), a desire to record it as it is now. Above all, to let nature
speak for itself; and here is where the light comes in.
The very nature of picture taking (as opposed to picture
making) is dependent on the light. Well above composition,
technology and computer skills.
The Design School experience also taught me to see and
one memorable day the class was sent out to record the
alphabet, A-Z, in Wellington. Once we had conferred on the
‘how’ we split up, and had a marvellous day, shooting angles
of cables and wires, rows of columns, rivet patterns on ship
hulls, shapes of clouds, steel rails crossing, construction site
junk, etc – anything convincing as a letter.
Later I started the card-selling and had to compose to fit
the frame-size in interests of efficiency – no zooming on a
digital camera then. Trimming a shot ruined the card format,
so straight out of the lab and onto the glue. Anything without
the right light was dumped, and still is.
Getting it all together in the field... well, now I work on
shortening the time between recognition and shooting.
Great shots can be missed in a split second. A good photo
should also tell a story, or stimulate thought. Digital cameras
have eased some paths to better photography, but certain
skills must still be learnt. There are no shortcuts and I believe
a listening soul is still needed to recognise the optimum
moment to press the button. A blending of stillness, absolute
concentration and then acceptance... much like listening to
God in prayer.
In the beginning, O Lord, you laid the foundations of the earth,
and the heavens are the work of your hands (Hebrews 1:10 NIV).

Stewart Nimmo
‘God writes the gospel not in the Bible alone, but also on trees,
and in flowers and clouds and stars.’
Martin Luther
My Dad, Lindsay, usually had a camera close by to record
family events and I well remember those epic slideshows! I
guess that’s how my hobby (or maybe addiction) began. A
camera was always nearby as I worked 25 years as a surveyor
before branching out into full time photography.
As I contemplate the connection between photography and
faith in my life I view it as a two-way thing, as each impacts on
the other. The more I think about this, the more difficult I find
it to separate each from the other.
How does being a Christian impact on my photography?
One of my favourite Bible passages is with Paul telling the
Philippians to think about or reflect on ‘whatever is true,
honourable, just, pure, lovely or commendable, things that are
excellent or worthy of praise.’ (Phil. 4:8) I believe this is a pretty
good guideline to use when creating and capturing images
using a camera.
In the landscape it is pretty simple to do. Max Lucado says
that ‘we live in an art gallery of divine creativity and yet are
content to gaze only at the carpet’. I want to share images with
people to help them see beyond the carpet.
I try to apply the same guidelines when photographing
people. Whether it is a bride and groom or a quick school
photo, I attempt to bring out the best in people and show
them in a good light. It is important to show respect and
dignity to everyone that we photograph.
How does being a photographer impact on my Christianity?
I am so thankful that God has made me visually aware
and I get really excited when I discover another treat he has
provided for me to try and capture. Sometimes when getting
into photographing something really exciting it almost feels
like a spiritual experience. Without wanting to minimise God
I am coming to understand that exercising this creative gift is
an extension of me as a whole person, body, soul, and spirit
and as such it can be spiritual.
One thing that I am sure of is that photography is an
amazing gift that has been given to help restore my soul.
It allows me to slow down to explore the amazing world
of miracles that we are given each day. I greatly encourage
anyone to take time and rediscover our creator God in his
creation, whether you capture it in your memory or on
memory card!
To finish off, I love to capture images that connect with
people in some way, that will make them feel warm inside or
may even make them smile or even possibly laugh! I call it
‘Creating Memories’.

Stewart Nimmo is a
professional photographer
based in Greymouth. With
his daughter, Lydia, they
run a landscape gallery
and wedding and portrait
studio in the heart of
town. Stewart and his wife
Edie attend church in the
Cobden/Runanga parish.
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Joseph, Susan and their two young sons
Samuel and Reuban made the move to the
Nelson Diocese this year. Joe was ordained
Deacon during our Synod service and is
serving as Deacon Assistant at St Stephens,
Tahunanui. He is also undertaking studies at
Bishopdale Theological College.
Where did you grow up?
Joe – I was born in Auckland and lived the life
of a Westie until moving to Blenheim for my high
school years.
Susan – Auckland born and raised, escaped
ly
approximately 10 years ago, though all my fami
still live there.
What’s the most recent movie you saw?
Family movie time a few weeks ago we saw My
Dog Skip (1999). Snacks compulsory. Cuddles on
couch and a few tears with this one.
What book are you reading at the moment?
Joe – ‘Captain of Rome’ by John Stack a
novel set during the conflict between Rome
and the Carthaginian’s. I’m also reading
‘Spiritual Discipleship’ by J Oswald Sanders – a
recommended read for anyone wanting to grow
in discipleship.
Susan – ‘The Torn Veil: The best-selling story
,
of Gulshan Esther’. It’s about a Muslim girl who
imprisoned by her religion, finds her freedom
through God and her miraculous healing from
being crippled. And ‘Prayer: Does it make any
I
difference’ by Philip Yancey. Also, the boys and
are currently reading ‘The Enchanted Wood’ by
Enid Blyton.
Favourite place for a picnic?
Joe / Susan – Our last picnic was out at Ruby
Bay, we were taken there by a couple in our
church and their grandson. It was an awesome
day exploring Nelson and a bit of the Tasman,
ending at Toad Hall for ice-cream. We are
fortunate to be living in a beautiful part of the
country. The beach is always a great place to
picnic.
When/how did you become a Christian?
Joe – I grew up in a Christian family, however
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it was through Boy’s Brigade in Wairau
Valley that I really began developing my own
relationship with Christ. We had some great
leaders who really encouraged and helped me
grow as a Christian.
Susan – The year 2000. Seriously, I had quit
my job, decided to go to Uni again to study
psychology and ended up also going to church
the Christmas prior with a friend and her
in
husband. I gave my life the following February
2000, and I have not looked back since.
What do you love most about your area of
ministry?
Joe – People are always the greatest part of
on
ministry. In the short time we have been in Nels
I have had the wonderful opportunity to get to
to
know many new people and more importantly
God
how
hear some of their stories. I love hearing
is at work in people’s lives and watching them
grow in their own relationship with him.
Susan – Gosh a hard question... there are many
areas to love, but to single one out, it would be
ng
people. I enjoy listening to people stories, chilli
and chatting over a cuppa. It’s very humbling and
such an honour to have people open up to you
.
about their lives; the good and the not so good
It is exciting to watch people grow in their faith
walk and watching God’s plan for them unfold
it!’
and grow, you’ve got to love those ‘ah-ha! I get
moments.
What is your favourite way to relax?
Joe – A good movie or book, glass of wine and
lots of peace and quiet.
Susan – Chilin’ and doing something fun with
our boys, whether it be exploring a new park
or watching a DVD with snacks on a weekend
afternoon. Reading a book with no interruptions
l
from the little men in my life is also a wonderfu
way to relax.

Lectionary
Sounds like some strange disease, or perhaps the
latest board game. The reality is somewhat more
mundane. A lectionary is a list or book which sets
out portions of the Bible to be read out at church
services. The word comes from the Latin root ‘lect’
meaning both ‘chosen’ and ‘read’.
While it may seem rather ordinary, a lectionary
is an important tool. For one thing it is a way of
planning for the whole of the Bible to be read aloud
in public worship over a period. The other thing it
does is encourage preachers to go beyond their
favourite texts, aiming for a variety in preaching!
The lectionary also ensures attention is given to
those more difficult passages of scripture that may
otherwise be conveniently overlooked. By following
the lectionary on Sunday mornings over the course
of three years the majority of the four gospels
are covered. The lectionary is agreed to by most
denominations internationally so it is a link between
churches world-wide. As a result there is a wealth
of resources (music etc) that can be tied in. The
Anglican Church in our part of the world (Aotearoa,
New Zealand and Polynesia) prints a lectionary
each year. This gives a reading from the Psalms, Old
Testament, Epistles and Gospels for each day of the
year, as well as highlighting celebrations and people
of note from the Church Calendar.
Lectern
While not specifically a piece of church furniture,
this is something found in most churches. It is a tall
stand with a sloping top designed to hold a book – in
our case the Bible – allowing a person to stand while
reading. The lectern is also a good place to speak

from and gives a preacher a place to put their notes.
The design of lecterns in churches goes from the very
simple (as in a plain wooden stand) to the extremely
ornate (as in taking the form of an eagle). While the
spread of an eagle’s wings is a useful shape for a
book to rest upon, there is more to it than that.
There are a number of traditions surrounding the
eagle as a lectern... including the belief that the eagle
was the bird that flew highest and therefore closest
to heaven, and symbolised the carrying of God’s
word to the four corners of the earth. The eagle is
also the symbol linked with the Apostle John and his
Gospel. John’s understanding and portrayal of the
words of Jesus and the will of God is compared with
the ability of the eagle to fly true and stare straight
into the sun. The eagle also came to represent the
inspiration of the gospels, perhaps recalling Isaiah
40:31 ‘those who hope in the Lord will renew their
strength. They will soar on wings like eagles; they will
run and not grow weary, they will walk and not be
faint’.
Whatever the design a lectern is an important part
of church furnishing, highlighting the centrality of
God’s Word and the necessity of it being read aloud
for people to hear.
Questions?
Is there a word, a term, a piece of furniture, part of
a building, something that happens in the Anglican
Church that you are wondering about? Then please
let us know by emailing the Editor (witness@
nelsonanglican.org.nz) and we will do our best to
follow it up.
Wayne Thornton
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Reflections from the Bible
‘If I speak in the tongues of men or of angels, but do not have love, I am only a resounding gong or a clanging
cymbal. If I have the gift of prophecy and can fathom all mysteries and all knowledge, and if I have a faith that
can move mountains, but do not have love, I am nothing. If I give all I possess to the poor and give over my body
to hardship that I may boast but do not have love, I gain nothing. Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it
does not boast, it is not proud. It does not dishonour others, it is not self-seeking, it is not easily angered, it keeps no
record of wrongs. Love does not delight in evil but rejoices with the truth. It always protects, always trusts, always
hopes, always perseveres.’
1 Corinthians 13:1-7
‘Radical lover wanted’ - Looking for a companion who
is patient, kind, helpful, enduring in all circumstances;
who never loses faith, hope or gives up. Not interested
in anyone who is jealous, proud, boastful, rude, irritable
or keeps a of record wrongs. Apply only if you are truly
honest and able to love as defined.
You may be thinking this kind of ‘love companion’ is
impossible! Yet many of us seek this type of ‘lover’ as a
marriage partner, to fulfil us. Ernest Becker found many
modern people expect the love partner to become the
divine ideal who fulfils their life.
We are created with a ‘relational fulfilment need’ and in
1 Cor 13:1-7 Paul was writing to his friends at the church
of Corinth. A church of people like us: people who had a
variety of gifts, talents and virtues. People who disagree,
are impatient, jealous, proud, irritable and selfish. People
who are Christians telling others about Jesus, yet don’t
completely grasp the fullness of Gods divine love.
Paul dropped a bombshell on the Corinthians, hitting
them hard at a heart level, questioning their character
when in private. Saying to them and us
● You may be great leaders, Bible teachers, evangelists,
servers and martyrs but if you are irritable, unkind and
impatient in private, you have missed the fullness of
God’s divine love and have forgotten the cross.
● How can you be so proud – the cross humbles.
● How can you be so needy? - Jesus died for you.
Paul implies God’s divine and pure love is unachievable
in our humanness, where we seek to ‘do’ love deeds to
become fulfilled, both to God and people, rendering our
deeds meaningless.
Paul defines ‘perfect love’ modelled by God. Where love
is both a root and a spring. God loves his son and the son

loves the Father and pours out his love on those whom
the Father has given him. The Father and the son are one
in love.
Jesus the ‘ultimate and radical lover’ showed us on the
cross God’s example of long suffering patience; ‘My God
why have you forsaken me?’ He looked down at those
who persecuted him; ‘forgive them!’ Jesus Christ was love
personified, the outpouring of the Father’s love.
So how does Jesus change us? In some areas spiritually
gifted, talented and virtuous yet still stubborn, proud,
impatient, selfish in our inner heart and private lives?
Changes in our inner heart occur when we understand
that we are more sinful and flawed in ourselves than we
ever dared believe (filling us with humility), yet at the
very same time we are more loved and accepted in Jesus
Christ than we ever dared hope (filling us with boldness).
[Tim Keller – The Meaning of Marriage]
In our humanness we can never produce God’s radical
love but as we grasp the love that Jesus has ‘done for us’
and ‘to us’, his love pours into us that we may pass it on to
others. In this way Jesus meets our ‘relational fulfilment
need’. We begin serving out of God’s fullness of love
rather than an emptiness. Whereas in the past we hoped
to become fulfilled by using our
gifts, talents or virtues we now are
fulfilled in Jesus’ love for us. Jesus
the radical lover has allowed us to
pass on a taste of God’s divine love!
Sony Denny – wife of Paul and
mother of three
High energy, cheerful and learning to
be patient and understand God’s divine
love.

CAMERON GIBSON & WELLS LTD
CONSULTING CIVIL & STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS

26 NILE STREET NELSON
PH:(03) 548 8259 FAX: (03) 546 8412
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